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Lumen welcomes Jason Lish as chief security officer

The veteran information security leader will oversee corporate security
initiatives and programs

DENVER, April 15, 2021 /PRNewswire/ -- Lumen Technologies (NYSE: LUMN) today announced
that Jason Lish has joined the company's senior leadership team as chief security officer.

In this role, Jason will provide leadership, strategic direction and oversight for all corporate
security functions, including physical security, emergency preparedness, fraud management,
government security services, and corporate cybersecurity. He'll also oversee global security
initiatives supporting corporate security architecture and threat management, as well as
development and preventative security standards and procedures.

"Protecting Lumen information and physical assets from security threats is critical to protecting
and serving our customers and their networks," said Andrew Dugan, Lumen chief technology
officer. "This is why we are thrilled to have Jason filling this very important role. His background
and his broad security experience are an ideal fit for Lumen as we work to fulfill our purpose of
empowering human progress through technology."

Prior to joining Lumen, Jason served as the chief security, privacy and data officer for Advisor
Group, Inc., leading all security and data integrity for one of the largest networks of independent
financial advisors in the U.S. Prior to that, Jason was CSO and later chief information officer for
Alight Solutions, leading physical and fraud security, as well as Alight's overall digital, technology,
enterprise risk and security strategy.

Jason also spent many years in various security leadership roles with the Charles Schwab
Corporation and Honeywell International. He started his career in the U.S. Air Force serving at
Nellis Air Force Base in Nevada and Keflavik NAS, Iceland.

For more information about how the Lumen platform enables companies to capitalize on
emerging applications that power the 4th Industrial Revolution, visit www.lumen.com.

About Lumen Technologies:
Lumen is guided by our belief that humanity is at its best when technology advances the way we
live and work. With approximately 450,000 route fiber miles and serving customers in more than
60 countries, we deliver the fastest, most secure platform for applications and data to help
businesses, government and communities deliver amazing experiences. Learn more about the
Lumen network, edge cloud, security, communication and collaboration solutions and our
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purpose to further human progress through technology at news.lumen.com/home, LinkedIn:
/lumentechnologies, Twitter: @lumentechco, Facebook: /lumentechnologies, Instagram:
@lumentechnologies and YouTube: /lumentechnologies. Lumen and Lumen Technologies are
registered trademarks of Lumen Technologies LLC in the United States. Lumen Technologies LLC
is a wholly owned affiliate of Lumen Technologies Inc. 
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For further information: Suzanne K. Dawe, Lumen Public Relations, Connected Security | Black Lotus
Labs | Unified Communications and Collaboration, (318) 582-7011, suzanne.dawe@lumen.com
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